Tranlation:
One of the last great trail-rides through the Monument Valley Indian Reservation
WITH THE FOXTROT THROUGH THE WILD WEST
Who does not know it from TV and posters: the vast Prairie, the red sand and monumental
rock formations. One or the other horse lover will have imagined galloping with John Wayne
through the Plains or trailing down the steep Canyons with Kevin Costner.
It is reality these open Plains in which you will not meet a human being or a power line during
a day’s ride and it is a little adventure. With pick-up trucks and large horse trailers
We left Scottsdale, AZ traveling north to the Monument Valley, from the cactus dessert into
the land of the Plateaus and great Canyons, from the civilization of the comfortable Motels
into tent camp with Iso-mattress and sleeping bags. We arrived at the breath-taking San Juan
Canyon after we had long left the black covered road for a dirt road with a lot of sand, which
made us afraid of our trailers flipping over. No street lamps far and wide, the countless stars
were shining with brightness into our open tents.
For the traditional riders it might be deterrent to be in the saddle each day for five to six
hours. One gets used quickly to the western saddle and also to the nonchalant and comfortable
way of riding in it. We arrived in the land of the Cowboys and felt cool like our Missouri
Foxtrot. Even a rattlesnake or a gone with the wind hat could not shake them. Though the ears
went up when we met other four-legged animals. This could have been the scattered cows
belonging to the Indians or run wild horses, which had been replaced, by pick-ups or
motorbikes. What a view when this dark colored stallion galloped with an erect tail into our
direction maybe thinking he could integrate some new mares into his herd. But soon he
discovered his mistake and with a loud snort from his nostrils he backed up. That is freedom.
We appreciated that our horses did not think the same way.
Our leader was a Cowboy look alike Clint Eastwood, brown, leather-like faced from all the
sun, unshaved for days, Cowboy hat, Jeans and always smoking a cigarette, though the Colt
was missing. He was very professional in leading us on the Arizonian trails.
One after another we mostly used the walking pace to cross the Plateau along the Canyon rim;
we learned to trust our horses and admired the endless distance of the country. As soon as we
stopped everybody got a drink out of the water bottle, we needed to adjust to the very dry air.
Only we humans wanted stops, the horses not because they were using the energy saving
Foxtrot. Not dancing but front legs walking and hind legs trotting them always had one leg on
the ground, which gives them a very safe pace. Frequently our trail crossed terrain with rock
formations and gravel, but it was not really a trail, Juergen led us from one waterhole to
another and sometimes we could recognize a kind of a trail.
We were hoping our horse new the way…
It was best not to disturb it with our trials to guide. Let the bridle hang loose, if needed catch
the mane, sit quietly and don’t look into the abyss next to you. The ones amongst us used to
the “classical” horse riding had a little difficulty with this attitude being used to always guide
the horse and have it under control.
During climbing the rocks sometimes a horseshoe could loosen. But don’t worry; the boss had
nails in his saddlebag, he had a tool, which looked like an oversized knife, took the leg
between his thighs and nailed the new shoe, no problem. In such a cool way we also changed
tires because climate and rough surface took its toll, “Big Chief Flat Tire” managed it all, he

had to use the wrench several times. Improvisation and coolness were part of our survival
training.
After a long and dusty trail the horses got water and the rider’s watermelon on ice, what a
luxury. Nobody complained after this that the “washroom” was only a red foldable spade but
with toilet paper. A paradise feeling gave us also the shower: consisting of open sky with a
truck awning around, but running hot water which came out of a big tank mounted on one of
the trucks. It was indeed a nice feeling to wash of the red dust, for our skin it felt like “Oekopeeling”. Actual it was not worth it because the dust was all around us. The wind took care of
a very equal distribution into the last corner of our tent. It could become a storm and nothing
was secure against that. Cameras and zippers had no chance, the American good weather tents
did not secure. Cowboy Juergen prepared a very hot Chili in his chuck wagon under extreme
conditions. Sometimes he offered beans or corn, and always an excellent steak; we did not
have big enough plates for the size of it. We have not been totally on our own as already the
first European settlers found out when they arrived here. We have been in the Indian
Reservation of the Navajos, which is the greatest tribe with 155.000 people, and we were
guests with one Indian family, which lived behind the next rock. Grandma came to join us for
dinner without hesitation and she brought along some of her daughters and sons, in wise
forecast we had grilled some extra steaks.
Finally we arrived in the area, which had given so often background to the famous John Ford
movies and to advertising spots. For us European it is an incredible landscape. From the
distance all looked so empty but we had to ride around cacti and bushes as well as through
washes, which looked like Mini-Canyons. The rock formations were bigger than our
imagination allowed us; we galloped in the midst of them, uphill surrounded by a great dust
cloud like in a film scenario until we reached the Visitor Center of the Monument Valley. An
entrepreneur of Jeep tours and trail rides looked us over but decided we don’t belong to his
clientele. In this part of the Civilization we looked a bit like being in a western movie. This
must have been the thought of the Tourists who took immediately their cameras to take
pictures of us Cowboys; a feeling like being in Hollywood came into us. (We also have been
tourists but did not feel like them)
Our successful scene will remain one of the last ones for quite some time because of an
ongoing conflict between the resident Navajo Indians and the riding tourists, which closed
Monument Valley, one of the most beautiful spots in the world for riders. Too many trail
riders did not follow the rules and conditions; they did not use the obligatory trails but rode
across country destroying much of the scares vegetation. The small entrepreneurs along the
road to the Monument Valley offering day rides are gone and also most of the bigger
companies offering weeklong tours have stopped their service.
The few still offering trail rides must have a very good connection to the resident Navajos
because for each tour it is obligatory to have an Indian guide, nothing goes without them.
Contact:
www.miller-ranch.com
(Available also in German language)
To get a taste you can order
various tapes from these trails
TRAILS (page 4)

The trails already used by the Apaches and gold diggers are leading us along old Indian ruins
from waterhole to waterhole, through deep forests, open land, alongside riverbeds, through
cacti desert.
Requirements:
Riding western style, “Classic” riders have to adjust; instructions are given before starting on
to a trail. A suitable horse is selected according to the rider’s experience. With a well-trained
and experienced horse even a beginner can participate on a trail. The out fit is supplied or can
be bought locally. Most suitable are jeans with long sleeved shirts, ankle high boots. A broad
rimed hat is absolutely necessary, gloves are also helpful. In the camp one sleeps in tents. One
must not be afraid of sand and dust. The language is English and German.
Best time to travel:
All year round, during the hot summer one rides in the cooler mountains of Arizona, in winter
in the desert near Phoenix.
MISSOURI FOXTROTTER (page 8)
Missouri Foxtrot is a so called pace horse. According to their genetics they know 5 paces: Flat
Feet Walk (fast walk), Running Walk (very fast walk), Foxtrot (interrupted trot), Canter
(gallop), Single Foot. All movements are flat and very economical, that is why they are so
good over long distances and extremely comfortable for the riders. The name-giving Foxtrot
is a diagonal pace with 3 legs always on the ground, which makes the pace very safe and
stable even in difficult terrain. The Missouri Foxtrot is known for its quiet, reliable nether
nervous character. Since they are nether skittish, they are very suitable for cross-country
riding. It is a relatively small horse with a height between 5’ and 5’5 ft and they come in all
colors. They much wanted are the Indian Pintos, the piebald. The Miller Ranch is a very
successful breeder and sells its horses also into Germany. One has certainly seen them quiet
often: in many western movies in which the stunts are showing us what for the real Cowboys
and for the US Forrest Department is hard, daily work. They rely on the enduring and
maneuverable horse, from which 6000 are in use.
Competitions amongst the Foxtrot concentrates on the different paces, more than 5 are
demanded in the advanced classes. They also participate in Cutting and Reining competitions
with other western breeds. In the distance competitions it is difficult to beat the Foxtrot.
LAND (page 10)
Arizona is one of the largest States in the US with only 3,5 mil people. 80% of the population
is living in the cities, they are mostly Caucasians but there is a growing percentage of
Mexicans and 8% Indians. Most of the Indians live on Reservations and the tribes are Navajo,
Apache, Hopi, Zuni and Papagos just to mention a few.
The beautiful country stretches from the Sonoran Desert in the South around Tucson and
Phoenix into the Flagstaff Mountains (San Francisco Peak 12670 ft) and up north to the High
Plateau of the Grand Canyon and Monument Valley bordering the State of Utah. The famous
Route 66 from Chicago to Los Angeles crosses Arizona. Pre-historic ruins prove the early
settlements through the Pueblo Indians. Gold diggers, the Army and settlers soon followed the
first adventurers in 1840th. The fight over water and land was long lasting and finished only
in 1912 with Arizona becoming a State of the US.

